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Summary: the Year 2013-14
Fiscal year 2014 was an eventful one in Hopkins Memorial Forest, Williams College’s environmental
field station. During this period (September 1, 2013 through August 31, 2014), we implemented the
second of a series of treatments (mowings) on Joan Edwards’ study of differential mowing regimes and
their effects on last season wildflowers and pollinators in fields. In addition, Edwards continued her
study of population dynamics of garlic mustard at three sites in the Forest. David Dethier and Jay
Racela continued their meteorological and geochemical monitoring activities and the northern saw-whet
owl banding station was again in full operation during fall 2013. One new study, Project Baseline
featured a seed collection and archiving initiative, which made several collections in HMF. In addition,
basic investigations/collections of tardigrades and aquatic microbes were conducted by student
researchers during the past year.
During 2013-14, Hopkins Forest continued to be a focal point for local and regional educational
programming. Williams College Biology and Environmental Studies classes made regular use of the
Forest for field trips and study sites and there were two Winter Study courses that were based in the
Forest. Classes from other regional colleges, including Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts (MCLA),
visited the Forest for their educational activities as well. This year we teamed up with the Williams
Center for Learning in Action (CLA) to formalize an elementary educational outreach program at
Hopkins Forest. The CLA hired two students each semester to help design and deliver programs to the
local elementary school. Other schools, groups, home school families, and the public took part in
educational offerings at the forest as well. Student caretakers were again instrumental in helping us
host a variety of public events, highlighted by the Fall Festival and Maplefest.
During the past year we continued to implement forest management practices – supported the Natural
Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) – on our Vermont parcel. Indeed, we cleared an additional
five acres of marginal beech-northern hardwoods to open up more early-successional habitat; this
brings the total cleared on that site to 10 acres. These activities brought to a close the 2010 contract
with the NRCS. In the summer of 2014, we signed a second contract for some additional timber stand
improvement and conservation work on the parcel. In order to comply with our obligations under the
Vermont Use Value Appraisal program we re-surveyed the timber on the 382 acre tract. These data will
serve as the basis for updating our management plan by April 2015.
Several significant infrastructural improvements were completed during the past year. Perhaps the
most significant was upgrading of the electrical and data line from the Rosenburg Center to the weather
station. Concurrently we retro-fitted the sugar house with power for the first time. Major trail work was
done on the southern end of the Hoosic River trail where new drainage ditches, waterbars and a culvert
was installed to improve the drainage of that foot and bridle path. Farther up the trail we constructed a
new bridge at the site of the May 2013 wash-out; this bridge was reinforced to accommodate
occasional equine traffic. Lastly, we hired a contractor to maintain the drainage structures and ditches
along the northern spur of the Lower Loop.

RESEARCH and MONITORING: Summer 2014 and Ongoing
Several scientific studies were underway during the past year.
Garlic Mustard (Alliaria petiolata) in Three Different Aged Stands
Early successional (next to the Rosenburg Center), mid-successional (Red Oak Stand) and latesuccessional (Beineke Stand) sites have been the focus of the garlic mustard study, which entered its
16th year. This ongoing investigation involves a complete survey of three sites in mid-July when we
count all rosettes, reproductives, and seeds in .5m x .5m permanent quadrats. In September, we did a
fall count with the Biology 203 (Ecology) class. So far our results show that garlic mustard has had the
most difficult time invading the mid-successional plot where there is a significant deposition of leaf litter
every fall. This appears to kill most rosettes that were established earlier in the growing season. The
late-succession stand has a persistent population of garlic mustard; invasion occurs there because the
site is on a steep slope that is subject to regular disturbance by wash outs. The early stand sustains
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the highest population of garlic mustard, but even there, the population levels fluctuate due to
catastrophic disturbance (e.g. major washouts when the plants were inundated with standing water or
fast moving water). Furthermore, the sites appear to cycle in unison with high population levels and low
population levels co-occurring on the three plots. Garlic mustard is a biennial and its life history stages
also appear to cycle in unison with high rosette years alternating with high reproductive years. This is
most evident in the early-successional plot.
Mowing Patterns and their Impact on Flower Production and Pollinator Activity
The focus of this study is to assess the impact of both the timing and frequency of mowing on floral
production (flowerscape) and the pollinator activity. Both providing resources for pollinators and
promoting their foraging may be critical to ameliorating the current global pollinator decline. This study
focuses on how changes in local patterns of mowing could benefit pollinator populations. The sixteen
plots are divided into four blocks with treatments in a full-factorial randomized block design. We are
testing for both the effects of the time of mowing (early mid-July or late—late October) and the
frequency of mowing (annual or biennial--every other year). Each block has four treatments (early
annual, early biennial, late annual and late biennial). After a regime of annual mowing and collecting
some baseline data, we started treatments last summer (2013). This summer (2014) was the first field
season where we could collect data on all sixteen experimental plots in the Weather Station Field. Julie
Jung '15 is doing her senior thesis on this project. We are collecting two types of data. First we are
counting the flowering stems in each plot by surveying the innermost 144 square meters. Second we
are measuring pollinator activity from time-lapse videos of visitors to Solidago rugosa (wrinkle-leaved
goldenrod). We chose S. rugosa because it was blooming on all 16 plots. We filmed with a film
capture rate of a picture every 3 seconds. Eight plots were recorded for three days. Then the cameras
were switched to the other eight plots. We continued until we had 4 complete cycles for each plot.
The data collection was made possible through the assistance of the Biology 203 class and the Hopkins
Forest Crew. HMF personnel also were involved with coordinating and overseeing all the plot
treatments (mowing in the summer and fall).
Long-term Vegetation Studies
During summer 2014, Professor Henry Art and his student assistants, focused their efforts in the lab
and on follow-up work, having recently completed an iteration of permanent plot surveys and a
sampling of the Beinecke Stand (old-growth) the previous summer.
Table I. HMF Williams College Student Researchers—Summer 2014.
Student

Supervisor

Project

Julie Jung ‘15

Edwards

Wildflowers/Pollinators

Abby Kelly ‘16

Edwards

Garlic Mustard

Alice Stears ‘15

Edwards

Garlic Mustard

Hanna Brown ‘16

Racela

Hydro/Meteorology; Lab assistant

Lauren Moseley ‘16

Racela

Hydro/Meteorology; Lab assistant

Ant/Leaf Hopper Mutualism
There was no field work conducted in Hopkins Forest during the summer 2014 as Professor Manuel
Morales turned his focus to other research sites in greater Williamstown in order to assess elevation
effects on leaf hopper (Publilia spp.) /ant (Myrmica spp.) symbiosis in goldenrod fields and to work on
data analysis and writing. The study fields along Northwest Hill Road were intentionally not mowed
during this period.
Northern Saw-whet Owl (NSWO) Migration Banding
With the collaboration of Dr. Ken Schmidt of Texas Tech University, the Northern saw-whet owl
(Aegolius acadicus) banding station was active once again in autumn 2013. We used our customary
single-tier array of four 12-meter nets (with an audio-lure) along a trail south of the Rosenburg Center to
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catch migrating owls. The station was open on dry, calm nights from dark until around midnight
st
th
between October 1 and November 20 (for a total of 37 nights of operation). During this period we
captured 153 individual saw-whet owls (Figure 1) including twelve recaptures of birds banded at other
stations. The HMF station served as the basis for field trips for Williams Biology classes as well as
Environmental Science and Biology classes from MCLA, Berkshire Community College and Union
College. In total, the station attracted 329 registered visitors during the season.
Figure I. Owl captures and netting effort, HMF, 2001-13.
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Breeding Bird Point Surveys
In June 2014, I sampled singing males at the 44 breeding bird monitoring points around the Forest.
The year’s total individuals (463) and species (51) represent numbers that are fairly typical for this site
and represent slight increases over the previous year. Once again, the ovenbird and red-eyed vireo
topped the list of most abundant species; they were followed by the American redstart, veery and
scarlet tanager (Figure II). These points will continue to be surveyed on an annual basis.
Project Baseline
During the summer of 2014 Jenn Weber, a post-doctoral fellow at Fordham University, working with
Project Baseline -- an NFS backed seed bank project for studies of plant evolutionary biology in
response to climate change -- made some collections of botanical material in HMF. The goal of this
project is to collect seeds of representative species that can be made available to researchers at time
intervals to study responses to the changing climate via direct observations of plants grown from
archived material to newly collected tissues. In addition to Fordham, this multi-institutional initiative
includes the University of Minnesota and the University of California at Santa Barbara. In addition to
her collections, Dr. Weber also made basic ecological /phenological measurements and pressed a few
plants per population that she collected.
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Figure II. Most abundant bird species from point counts, June 2014.
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Tardigrades
Anna Isabel Spiers ’15, working with Joan Edwards, conducted independent research on tardigrades
during Winter Study 2014. Anna visited Hopkins Forest in January to collect specimens. In order to
increase the vertical scope of her collections, she used the canopy walkway to glean the tiny creatures
from the bark of the large red oaks.
Aquatic Microbes
Students from Hampshire College, working on comparative studies of aquatic microbes, visited the
forest twice in early summer to sample the small ponds (vernal pools) on the south edge of the
property. They used sanitary techniques to minimize the risk of contamination between disparate
ponds.
Watershed/Meteorological Monitoring (Environmental Analysis Lab)
The Center for Environmental Studies’ Environmental Analysis Lab--under the guidance of David
Dethier (Geosciences) and Technical Assistant Jay Racela--continued to gather, analyze and archive
meteorological, hydrological and biogeochemical data from the Forest. Four standard weather stations,
one 50-m tower and two stream gaging
Figure III. Weather Station upgrade, October 2013
stations, all using digital data loggers,
ran continuously throughout the year.
Data from the main weather station are
streamed to the campus information
network and displayed
(http://web.williams.edu/weather/) along
with data from the Taconic Ridge 50-m
MET tower and the Morley Science
Labs photovoltaic array. We also
continued the bi-weekly and monthly
collection and laboratory analysis of
rain and stream water, respectively, as
part of ongoing forest geochemical
research that focuses on acid
deposition (1983-present) and how it
and other pollutants are “processed” by
the forest ecosystem.
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During the fall of 2013, we replaced the green shed that housed all the electrical and network
connections for our main weather station with a steel, weatherproof electrical box mounted to two
buried 6 x 6 pressure treated posts (Figure III). With help from Gigliotti Electrical and Countryside
Landscaping, much of the electrical and network equipment was upgraded at the same time and the
green shed was moved and repurposed as a wood shed for the WOC Dorland Cabin.
Pushed by the Memorial Day storm
event (2013), the cement Birch Brook
weir, originally constructed in the
1930’s and used to measure stream
discharge, developed a leak. Allegrone
Masonry was hired to make repairs in
late August 2014 (Figure IV).
In late-July sediment in the weirs along
the South Branch and Main Stem of
Birch Brook was dredged and weighed
by HMF and lab personnel and
volunteers. The weight of sediment
removed from the South Branch weir
was lower than average, reflecting
below average stream flow from the
fall of 2013 through the summer of
2014, and possibly a decrease in
upstream sediment supply (Figure V).

Figure. IV. The newly repaired concrete
wall at the Birch Brook Main Stem.

Hannah Brown ’16 and Lauren Moseley ‘16 worked as research assistants with Jay Racela during the
past summer. During their tenure in the lab, in addition to regular field and lab research duties, Hannah
and Lauren investigated whether Hurricane Irene changed heavy metal deposition in the Hoosic River
Watershed, and created a poster illustrating their results.
Fortunately, total snowfall for the 2013-14 snow season was near average (Figure VI), which, combined
with an unusually cold January-March, provided an extended Nordic skiing season!

Figure V. Total inorganic sediment
transported at the South Branch
Birch Brook gaging station annually.
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Figure VI. Long-term HMF expected snow depth
compared to 2013-2014 HMF snow depths
measured on the ground. Error bars represent
10% of mean long-term value.

EDUCATION and OUTREACH
Undergraduate Classes
During the fall semester, BIOL/ENVI 203—Ecology (Edwards) held about half of the course’s lab
sessions at the Forest. In contrast, ENVI 102--Introduction to Environmental Science (Art, Backus)
used the Forest minimally this past spring as the class focused on the Hoosic River watershed instead.
BIOL 102--The Organism also visited the Forest for laboratory exercises on amphibian breeding and
plant development in the spring. In addition, BIOL 220—Field Botany and Plant Natural History made
numerous visits to the Forest for field investigations. The Forest also hosted field trips and lab sessions
by Biology and Environmental Science classes from Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts, Berkshire
Community College and Union College (Appendix I).
This year HMF hosted two Winter Study Courses, Animal Tracking and The Winter Woods. In another
Winter Study project, Simon Chase ‘14 used the Forest and the Rosenburg Center to complete his
independent endeavor in which he crafted wooden chairs from locally harvested logs. Therefore, the
facility was in academic use during most days in January.
Public Outreach
Community Events
Once again HMF hosted several events for the public and College community. The following events
were held the past year:
 Fall Festival— The Fall Festival was held on Sunday, September 29th and, on a pleasant,
sunny afternoon, drew 431 visitors, a near record for this event. In addition to the traditional
forest and harvest activities—shake-splitting, cross-cut sawing, apple butter and cider
production and live fiddle music—the event featured guided tours of the canopy walkway.
 Bark Program– On Saturday, November 16, 2013, Author and Naturalist Michael Wojtech
gave a program based on his recent book “Bark.” After an introductory slideshow in the
Rosenburg Center, Wojtech led the group outside to demonstrate his innovative approach
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to tree identification based on bark characteristics. The program drew approximately 30
participants.

• Animal Tracking— Dan Yacobellis, a naturalist from Grafton, NY, led the annual wildlife
nd.

tracking workshop in February 22 The event attracted approximately 20 participants,
many of whom were Williams students.
th
 Maple Festival— “Maplefest” was celebrated on Saturday, March 15 , drawing a crowd of
233 on a seasonable, late winter afternoon. People came to see sugaring exhibits and
demonstrations and to taste HMF produced syrup served over pancakes and 'on snow’.
 Amphibian & Reptile Program– Tom Tyning of Berkshire Community College led a reptile
th
and amphibian foray in Hopkins Forest on Saturday, April 13 . A big crowd of 75 people
attended on an unseasonably warm spring day.
 Bird and Wildflower Walks– This year we combined the bird watching and wildflower
rd
programs as a double-bill on the morning of May 3 . Scott Weiman ’14 facilitated the bird
walk, bringing students from campus to glimpse spring migrants. Joan Edwards led the
wildflower program; this popular event attracted approximately 25 people this year. In spite
of some chilly spring conditions, the group was treated to sightings of several charismatic
early string bloomers.
 Alumni Day— HMF again offered a variety of activities, including a bird walk, hike, canopy
th
walkway, and children’s activities during this year’s Alumni Weekend (June 13 ). Nice
weather resulted in a solid turnout in excess of 100 people for the activities.
 Urban Scholars—The Urban Scholars, high school students from New York, program did not
visit this summer due to a lack of funding; plans are underway to reinstate the program in
the future.
Local School Outreach
This year we partnered with the Center for Learning in Action (CLA) to pilot an elementary education
program at Hopkins Forest. Working with Jennifer Swoap of CLA, we hired two students each semester
to work on the development of place-based outdoor education curricula and host several visits from
Williamstown Elementary school groups. In the fall, Will Gutierrez ‘16 and Sara Hassan ‘15 filled this
th
th
role, leading visits from the Williamstown Elementary Schools 5 and 6 grades. The entire fifth grade
(65 students) came for a morning long field trip focusing on tree biology in October. In November we
th
hosted the entire 6 grade for a morning-long program on landscape history.
In the spring, HMF student
educators, Ellie Wachtel ‘17 and
Erica Landsburg ‘14 worked on
developing a program on
comparative biodiversity in three
ecosystems (Figure VII). In May
we hosted the Williamstown
Elementary sixth grade on a
morning-long field trip focusing
on this theme. The student
educators were hired and paid by
the CLA. We intend to continue
and expand this program,
bringing in more elementary
school field trips, in the future. In
June, we again hosted a section
th
of the 6 grade class for a hike
out to the Met Tower; this was
part of a unit they were studying
on alternative energy and
sustainability. Home-school groups took advantage of Hopkins Forest as well, visiting for a program on
owls in fall and using the Dry lab and microscopes for a biology study. Once again, kindergarten
classes, totaling 42 children, from C.T. Plunkett Elementary School in Adams visited the Forest for
Figure VII. Ellie Wachtel with 6th
graders at Ford Glen Brook.
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hands-on program during the maple sugaring season. Finally, a group from the Williams Children’s
Center visited the forest for a guided biodiversity exploration on July 11, 2014.
We were also active in off-site outreach programs in 2013-14. I made two visits to Mount Greylock to
speak to an Environmental Science class in October and to assist with a field (and paddle) trip for a
Biology class on upper stretches of Lake Pontoosic in June. In another collaboration with the Center for
Learning in Action, we participated in a program on April 11, 2014, which brought about 80 sixth
graders from three regional elementary schools to Williams for programs on various topics. Due to time
and transportation constraints, we were not able to bring the students to the Forest, but instead,
attempted to bring some of the Forest, including some live reptile and amphibian specimens, to the
students. Several Williams students assisted with this program, which was held in the Driscoll Dining
Hall.
RECREATION
This past year numerous hikers, joggers, horse-back riders, skiers, and nature observers took to the
trails of the Forest in their recreational pursuits. We have been collaborating with the Taconic Crest
Trail Consortium, which is dedicated to the stewardship of that 35-mile trail, to monitor stretches of the
trail where incidents of unauthorized all-terrain vehicle use appear to be on the increase. In addition,
we have noticed an increase in the illicit use of the trails and old logging roads in the Vermont parcel
recently. We have started collaborating with neighboring landowners and communicating with lawenforcements authorities in an effort to address this somewhat chronic problem.
Williams Outing Club
The Outing Club cabin accommodated overnighters regularly and it was integral to our hosting of the
Maplefest event in March 2014. The Outing Club lean-to was used by the Williams Community for Firstyear orientation activities. However, the ropes course continues to be little utilized and is in need of
some refurbishing before regular programming can resume. The Outing Club Naturalists, under the
leadership of Scott Weiman, facilitated several activities, including bird walks, in the forest during spring
2014.
Hunting
In autumn 2013, HMF again hosted its annual special permit deer hunt during the Massachusetts
shotgun season. As usual, no hunting was permitted in Vermont, New York or east of Northwest Hill
Road, nor was archery hunting allowed. Eighty-three registered hunters harvested five deer during the
twelve day season according to our unofficial sign-in (Table III). Williams College security officers were
hired to provide surveillance during the busiest days of the hunt.
Table III. Hunting effort and deer harvested at HMF since 1999.
Year
Permits
Issued
Total Deer
Harvested
Success
Rate
(percent)

‘99

‘00

‘01

‘02

‘03

‘04

‘05

‘06

‘07

‘08

‘09

‘10

‘11

‘12

‘13

Mean

110

86

90

86

86

100

93

89

83

66

61

82

87

74

83

85.1

13

9

9

20

10

8

10

14

3

4

4

4

2

4

5

8.0

11.8

10.5

10.0

23.3

11.6

8.0

10.8

15.7

4.8

6.1

6.6

2.4

4.6

5.4

6.0

9.4

MAPLE SUGARING
This year’s sugaring season was rather disappointing, finishing as the second lowest for sap and syrup
production in my 15 years as Manager. Indeed, student workers gathered just 900 gallons of raw sap,
which was boiled into 21 gallons of syrup (Table IV). These figures were about half of what was
produced the previous season and were well below our 15-year average. The distribution of finished
syrup grades was about normal this year, which might have reflected the near normal sap sugar
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content of approximately 2.5 percent. During the sugaring season, we held our annual ‘Maplefest’
celebration, which attracted a solid crowd of community members and Williams students.
During this past year, we upgraded the sugarhouse with a 110-volt power outlet, which required digging
a trench to the outing club cabin to tie in with its power line. Power in the sugarhouse will allow us to
have better light for evening boils. It also enabled us to procure and use an electric sap pump, however
we had little occasion to test it, given the low sap production this of 2014.
Table IV. Hopkins Forest Maple Syrup Production 2000-2014.

Year

Beginning

Taps

Tap Date
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Mean
Median

22-Feb
23-Feb
18-Feb
4-Mar
27-Feb
28-Feb
15-Feb
28-Feb
25-Feb
25-Feb
25-Feb
23-Feb
13-Feb
22-Feb
19-Feb
23-Feb
24-Feb

gallons
130
125
125
135
130
125
139
127
125
125
125
128
130
133
127
129
127

per tap

hours

Syrup
drawn
off
gallons

11.5
17.4
20.6
12.0
16.4
13.4
14.4
9.6
22.1
15.5
6.7
13.2
12.4
13.9
7.1
13.8
13.4

135
100
109
68
93
71.5
72
46
116.5
84
32
69.8
64
69.4
35
77.7
71.5

26
44.5
48
34
44
37
42
28
63
41
16
35
30
42.5
21
36.8
37.0

Sap

1495
2170
2580
1625
2130
1680
2005
1225
2760
1935
840
1685
1615
1845
900
1766
1685

Boil

Bottled
syrup

Sap
boiled

Wood
burned

gallons

per hr.

(cords)

23
40
40
30
39
35
39
26
58
40
15.5
33.0
30
42
21
34.1
35.0

11.1
21.7
23.7
23.9
22.9
23.5
27.8
26.6
23.7
23.0
26.3
24.2
25.2
26.6
25.7
23.7
23.9

1.3
2.2
2.4
1.7
2.2
1.9
2.1
1.4
3.2
1.9
0.8
1.8
2.0
2.1
0.8
1.8
2.9

LAND MANAGEMENT
Forest Management--Vermont Parcel
In October 2013, we cleared the second of two 5-acre sites on top of the Taconic Range in the
southwestern corner of the Vermont Parcel. This was done with the intention of expanding and
improving early successional habitat in the area with an eye toward increasing local biodiversity on a
site that historically had been cleared for blueberry production. Some large northern hardwoods,
especially yellow birches, and patches of spruce saplings were retained for variety. This treatment,
done by Marshall Squier of Tinmouth, Vermont, concluded the items under the 2010 contract with the
Natural Resource Conservation Service (Table V). In the summer of 2014 we signed a second contract
with NRCS to fund some timber stand improvement work, including prescribed burning and mechanical
thinning. These interventions are prescribed in our Forest Management Plan for the Vermont parcel
and will be done over the next several years.
In the summer 2014, we completed a comprehensive timber inventory of the 382 acre Vermont parcel.
Using point sampling (with a 10-factor) prism, student caretakers and I gathered volume and species
data using approximately 115 individual points arrayed on cruise lines throughout the rugged tract. This
data will be analyzed and used to update our forest management plan by April 2015, which is required
as a condition of our continued enrollment in the Vermont Use Value Appraisal program.
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Table V. Summary of practices implemented on the Pownal Tract as part of the revised 2010 NRCS
Conservation Plan.
Practice
Forest Roads and Tails

Purpose
Maintenance and restoration of
access road

Scope

Progress

Year

6000 feet

completed

2010

Pest Management

Removal of invasive plants along
road

2 acres

2 acres

2010

Early Successional
Habitat

Creating clearings for biodiversity
on Taconic Ridge

5 acres

completed

2011

Early Successional
Habitat

Creating clearings for biodiversity
on Taconic Ridge

5 acres

planned

2013

Mast tree release for oak

10 acres

completed

2012

Wildlife Habitat
Management

Wire Bridge Farm
In the fall of 2013, four students from the Environmental Planning Class, ENVI 302 (Sarah Gardner),
took on the Wire Bridge Farm parcel (Figure VII) as the subject of their case study for the course. They
studied the feasibility of having various agricultural systems on the land and wrote a plan for a small
farming operation on the land. In the meanwhile, Joel Burrington of Pownal, VT continued to cultivate
corn and hay on the Wire Bridge Farm. Burrington has also been keeping the brushy area near the
south end of the parcel mowed.
Roads/Trails
A summer 2013 rainstorm caused major gully
erosion on the unnamed stream that crosses
the Hoosic River trail, making the former ford
site virtually impassible on foot or horseback.
This necessitated the construction of a new,
heavy duty wooden bridge on the site. The
bridge was built by Hopkins Forest personnel
with the help of contractor Mike Stodden who
assisted in setting the hemlock stringers.
Stodden was also hired to restore an eroded
section of that trail just north of the old Boys
Club camp. He also took care of needed
drainage and culvert maintenance on the north
spur of the Lower Loop Trail in early fall 2013.

Figure VII. The Wire Bridge Farm.

Once again the summer caretaking crew conducted drainage remediation work on parts of the Upper
Loop Trail, where they replaced about a half-dozen waterbars and did maintenance on many other
drainage structures and culverts. In spring 2014, the entry road to the Rosenburg Center was
resurfaced and graded by a contractor hired by the Facilities Department. Special attention was given
to the parking area and the head of the Lower Loop Trail where excavation the previous autumn (for
data and power lines) had left the road uneven.
FACILITIES
Rosenburg Center/Moon Barn
The Rosenburg Center was again used for classes, lab set-ups, public events, workshops, and as an
exhibit space for visitors. The information technology network, including the ‘WiFi’ installation, generally
functioned well with the support of the Williams Information Technology Department. In summer 2014
we began discussions as to how to provide office and lab space for Professor Henry Art as he
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transitions into retirement over the next five years. We are working with the Williams Facilities
Department to have space ready to accommodate Art in summer 2015.
Once again, the Moon Barn was used for public exhibit space during special events such as the Fall
Festival and school visits. Due to a shortage of outdoor storage structures, we continue to have to use
this historic building in part for storage.
Canopy Walkway
This past year the canopy walkway was open for public visitation several times including during the
Fall Festival and the 2014 Alumni Weekend. In May 2014 the walkway was inspected by Canopy
Construction Associates and they did some minor repairs. The newly acquired safety equipment
worked well and seemed to enhance the experiences of the users.
Caretaking
As in the past, HMF relied on student caretakers for a major part of its maintenance, upkeep and
outreach activities (Table VI). The fall and spring semesters had a regular crew of eight to ten students,
each working about three to six hours per week under the leadership of head caretaker
Stephanie Durell ‘14. The fall crew kept busy preparing for and hosting the Fall Festival, keeping up
with trail maintenance and helping to build the new equine bridge on the Hoosic River Trail. In the
spring, much time was devoted to the maple sugaring season and hosting Maplefest. Spring and fall
hourly totals are detailed in Table VII.
Table VI. Student Caretakers academic year 2013-14.
Stephanie R. Durell ’14
Abigail A. Kelly ’16
Jordan G. LaMothe ’17
Jessica Luning ’14
Benjamin J. Nathan ’15
Angel S. Ortiz ’16
Miguel A. Samayoa ’17
Helen M. Song ‘14

Alexandra S. Jensen ‘15
Nicholas S. Kraus ‘14
Kiah Walker ‘15
Adrian A. Mitchell ‘15
Sonja Thalheimer ‘13
Nehmiah Paramore ‘15
Hanane Goelzer ‘17

A seasonal caretaking crew comprised of Amy Levine ’14 and Sophia Rosenfeld ’15 was employed
during the summer 2014. The crew worked on many of the regular summer tasks—mowing, gardening,
grounds-keeping, program facilitation, trail and water-bar maintenance and controlling invasive
vegetation. In addition to their routine tasks, this crew spent the better part of two weeks assisting with
the timber cruise on the Vermont Parcel. This stand-level information will be used to draft a revised
management plan for that 382 acre parcel. Our crew did collaborate on occasion with the regional trail
crew, consisting of Scott Weiman ’14 and Jackson Zerkle ‘17, who were sponsored by the Williams
Outing Club and the Williamstown Rural Lands Foundation.
In addition to student workers, we employed Debra Rogers-Gillig on a part-time basis during the
summer to assist with the maintenance of Buxton Garden.
MEETINGS/AFFILIATIONS
Emerald Ash Borer: Best Practices for Communities: Drew attended this day-long workshop,
sponsored by the Cornell Cooperative Extension Program, on December 4, 2013 in Brunswick, NY.
Bascom Maple Farms Spring Open House: Drew attended this day-long event of workshops and
demonstrations for maple sugar producers on May 2, 2014 in Alstead, Hew Hampshire.
National Ecological Observatory Network (NEON): In 2013-14 we continued to hold a membership in
NEON, but did not attend any meetings during this period.
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Organization of Biological Field Stations (OBFS): We continue to hold an institutional membership in
OBFS, though we did not attend the 2013 annual meeting.
Taconic Crest Trail Consortium: We continue to be involved with this consortium, which promotes
sustainable recreation and coordinates stewardship activities on the 35 mile trail, though no recent
meetings have been held.
ADMINISTRATIVE
HMF Users Committee
The Hopkins Forest Users Committee--charged with oversight and planning responsibilities for the
Forest--is comprised of faculty and staff who have vested interest in research or teaching in the Forest
(Table VII). Under the direction of Chair Manuel Morales, the Committee met occasionally to discuss
management and administrative matters during 2013-14.
Table VII. HMF Users Committee--2013-14.
Faculty

Department

Ex-officio

Affiliation

Manuel Morales, Chair
Hank Art
Joan Edwards
David Smith
David Dethier

Biology
Biology
Biology
Biology
Geosciences

Ralph Bradburd
Scott Lewis
Jay Racela
Drew Jones

CES Director
WOC Director
CES, Envi. Analysis Lab
HMF Manager

FUTURE – What’s in store for 2014-15?
In the upcoming year we will cooperate with Facilities to create office and lab space for Hank Art in the
Rosenburg Center and to make other basic improvements to the building. In addition, we aim to work
with the Office of Information Technology to make upgrades to the internet and data services at the
Center.
We will also continue to support and enhance existing research projects, most notably the study of
differential mowing regimes on late season wildflowers and pollinators. Elementary educational
outreach is an area that we aim to continue to strengthen in the coming year; continuing our
collaboration with the Center for Learning in Action, we intend to eventually make student docentguided visits by several North Berkshire elementary schools a routine part of the academic year.
With the signing of our second Environmental Quality Incentive Plan contract with the Natural
Resources Conservation service in 2014, we are poised to do more timber-stand improvement work in
the coming year. This work will be focused on rejuvenating embattled beech stands in the Vermont
Parcel. Along with, and in consideration of, this work we will be submitting a new Forest Management
Plan to the state of Vermont in the spring of 2015; this document will guide our management decisions
on that parcel for the next ten years.
Thanks to Jay Racela and Dee Dee Lewis for their contributions to this report.
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APPENDIX I – Outside Organizational Users of HMF 2013-14.

Organization

Location

Department/Program

Type of Use

Berkshire Community College

Pittsfield

Environmental Science

owl banding

Massachusetts College of
Liberal Arts

North Adams

Biology, Environmental
Science

field trip; owl banding,
spring wildflowers

Texas Tech University

Lubbock, TX

Biology

Owl Banding

Union College

Schenectady, NY

Biology/General

Owl Banding

Fordham University

Bronx, NY

Biology

Plant collections,
phenology research

Hampshire College

Amherst, MA

Biology

Aquatic microbes

Hoosic River Watershed
Association

Williamstown

Monitoring/Outreach

Monitoring
lab/members event

Williamstown Children Center

Williamstown

general

Field trip

C.T. Plunkett Elementary

Adams

Student field trip

Maple Sugaring

Massachusetts Audubon

Berkshire Co.

Berkshire Sanctuaries

Owl Banding

Mount Greylock High School

Williamstown

11 grade

guest lecture; paddling
trip

Home School Association

Berkshire Co.

Students/Parents

Owl banding/biology

Williamstown Elem. School

Williamstown

5 and 6 grades

Curricular-based field
trips

Braytonville School

North Adams

Fourth Grade

Program at Log

Massachusetts Audubon

Berkshires

General membership

Owl Banding

North Berkshire Audubon

Williamstown

general

Owl Banding

th

th
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